LUCIFER LIGHTING RELEASES 2” HOUSING FOR INSULATED & NON INSULATED CEILINGS

Fraxion 2.0™ is available for all driver types, up to 2500lm delivered!

SAN ANTONIO, TX SEPTEMBER, 2016 — Lucifer Lighting, a premier manufacturer of precision engineered architectural lighting fixtures, proudly introduces the shipping release of Fraxion 2.0™, a family of downlights with extremely shallow recess depths of just 2.13” for fixed and wallwasher and 3.2” for adjustable. Designed for both insulated and non-insulated ceilings, Fraxion 2.0™ is available for both trimless and flanged profiles, for round and square trims.

Fraxion 2.0™ fixed, wallwash and adjustable, will have the same thoughtful design that offers highly flexible, field-changeable proprietary optics, sliding pivot point and performance capabilities as Fraxion® 1.0. Fraxion 2.0™ Wallwash will also include a new LED heatsink.

Our innovative design allows users to easily and effortlessly obtain desired light effects. Our precision machined baffles accommodate up to two effects devices, and the adjustable versions allow the user to tilt and lock the fixture from 0-40° without the need of a tool.

These new minimalist housings have been designed to work with today’s extremely shallow plenums while not compromising dimming performance, serviceability or ease of installation. They are available with 12 different driver options that include, Lutron Ecosystem, Analog 0-10V, 2 Wire Phase Cut, DALI or DMX. Both the LED module and driver use a connector interface and can easily and quickly be serviced from the room side.

NIC Housing
1950lm delivered @ 97 CRI
2139lm delivered @ 90 CRI
2588lm delivered @ 80 CRI

IC Housing
1238lm delivered @ 97 CRI
1357lm delivered @ 90 CRI
1615lm delivered @ 80 CRI

Powder coat finishes available in [from left to right] Matte Black, Matte White, Burnt Bronze, Cashmere Gold, Satin Silver, as well as custom RAL and metal plated finished.

About Lucifer Lighting Company
For more than 35 years, Lucifer Lighting has created precision-engineered, original lighting solutions with a focus on leading-edge technology and aesthetic appeal. Made in the USA, Lucifer Lighting fixtures and systems are favored by architects and designers worldwide, choosing from downlights, light strips, track and spot lights, and landscape lighting. The company is regularly recognized for distinction, and it’s robust, appealing fixtures are found in installations for five-star hotels, distinguished institutions and cultural venues, high-end retailers, luxury residences, corporate headquarters and more. Acclaimed for innovative products and contributions to award-winning architecture, Lucifer Lighting manufactures from its headquarters in San Antonio.